Transform Your Workspace
Easily Upgrade Home Office Setups

Working from home means less time in traffic and more time with family. But it can also mean greater distractions, cluttered workspaces and sore backs.

With ViewSonic® display solutions, upgrading the home office setups of your employees provides your workers with greater flexibility, less clutter and more productivity than ever before.

Upgrade today to see the difference® that ViewSonic monitors can make.
Cut out the clutter, improve your connection and streamline your setup in the workplace or home office with ViewSonic USB-C monitors. One cable is all you need for data, video, audio and power (including charging your laptop).
Perfect Position for **Productivity**

Most monitors are designed to fit onto our desktops. ViewSonic ergonomic monitors are engineered to fit what’s comfortable for our bodies, reducing repetitive stress injuries and maximizing productivity.

- Vivid colors and ultrawide viewing angles with SuperClear IPS panel technology.
- Rotate your monitor vertically, swivel, pivot, height adjust and tilt up to 40°.
- Versatile DisplayPort, HDMI and VGA connectivity options.
- Easy installation with quick release stand and cable management.
Featuring an ultrawide panoramic screen, ViewSonic curved monitors create an elevated viewing experience that empowers employees to see work differently. According to an independent Harvard Medical School study, eyestrain is 4x more prevalent among users of flat monitors than curved monitors.¹

Enjoy images that appear larger, colors that appear crisper and a curved design that eliminates image distortion.

- Cinematic 21:9 ultrawide aspect ratio for panoramic viewing.
- Reduce cable clutter and streamline set up with single-cable USB-C connectivity.
- 100Hz refresh rate and AMD FreeSync™ are ideal for graphic designers and video editors.
- Impeccable color accuracy with Delta E <2 value and support for sRGB, Rec. 709 and more.
Two Heads are Better than One

Get ahead of the competition and skyrocket your productivity with a ViewSonic dual monitor setup. With an extra monitor you can double your digital workspace. Spend less time switching between tabs and more time focusing on what really matters.

According to the New York Times, having dual monitors raises productivity by up to 30%.

- Increased screen space for enhanced productivity.
- Experience the perfect viewing angle with a flexible mounting arm.
- Built-in cable management for reduced clutter and a cleaner workstation.

VG2448 H2 Dual Head Monitors

LCD-DMA-001 Mounting Arm

LCD-DMA-002 Mounting Arm
Free yourself from your desktop and make the world your office with ViewSonic portable monitors.

Featuring an ultra-slim portable display that weighs less than two pounds, ViewSonic portable monitors connect to your laptop, tablet or phone for an instant second screen. Enjoy your passport to productivity with ViewSonic portable monitors.
Multi-Monitor Set Up Made Easy: VG56-Series Monitors

Enjoy easy set up and the ability to daisy chain multiple monitors.
- USB-C cables for streamlined setup and connectivity.
- Daisy-chain multiple monitors (such as the VG2455) with DisplayPort Out.
- Save money by getting rid of your docking station.
- Eco-friendly packaging and streamlined setup for low TCO.
- Built-in Ethernet port eliminates the need for costly docking stations.

Modern Office Marvel: VG55-Series Monitors

Whether you’re sitting or standing, VG55-series monitors will always put you in the perfect position for productivity.
- Vivid colors and ultra-wide viewing angles with SuperClear IPS panel technology.
- Rotate your monitor vertically, swivel, pivot, height adjust and tilt up to 40°.
- Versatile USB-C, HDMI and DisplayPort connectivity options.
- Easy installation with quick release stand and cable management.
- Connect peripherals like keyboards, mice and external storage devices with a USB-A hub.

See the Bigger Picture: VP81-Series Monitors

See the bigger picture with ViewSonic VP81-series curved monitors.
- Curved display moves edges closer to the viewer’s eyes for greater immersion.
- Factory calibrated to Delta E<2 value for pinpoint color accuracy.
- Access an incredibly rich palette of 4.39 trillion colors through the 14-bit 3D Lookup Table.

Position Your Company for Success: VG48-Series Monitors

Monitors that adjust to your position, not the other way around.
- Increased screen space for enhanced productivity.
- Experience the perfect viewing angle with a flexible mounting arm.
- Built-in cable management for reduced clutter and a cleaner workstation.

Productivity Anywhere: Portable Monitors

Take productivity with you wherever you travel.
- Full 1080p resolution on a 15.6” screen for stunning graphics.
- Enjoy audio, video and data over a single USB-C cable or two-way power via AC adapter and outlet or USB-C power bank.
- Screen cover and aluminum alloy stand for portrait and landscape orientation.
- An ultra-thin lightweight display makes it perfect for traveling.
Save Time. Save Trees. Save Money.

With Environmentally Friendly Packaging

Select ViewSonic monitors are shipped in environmentally friendly, biodegradable, paper-based packaging for a significantly reduced environmental footprint. This custom box also allows for setup and deployment in a third of the time that it takes other monitors.